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Abstract. We study dynamic communicating automata (DCA), an ex-
tension of classical communicating finite-state machines that allows for
dynamic creation of processes. The behavior of a DCA can be described
as a set of message sequence charts (MSCs). While DCA serve as a model
of an implementation, we propose branching high-level MSCs on the
specification side. Our focus is on the implementability problem: given a
branching high-level MSC, can one construct an equivalent DCA? As this
problem is undecidable, we introduce the notion of executability, a decid-
able necessary criterion for implementability. We show that executability
of branching high-level MSCs is EXPTIME-complete. We then identify
a class of branching high-level MSCs for which executability and imple-
mentability coincide. In particular, we present an algorithm to transform
an executable branching high-level MSC into an equivalent DCA.

1 Introduction

Communicating automata (CA) [6] are a popular model of boolean concurrent
programs, in which a fixed finite number of finite-state processes exchange mes-
sages through unbounded FIFO channels. One particular research branch con-
siders a semantics of CA in terms of message sequence charts (MSCs). MSCs
propose a visual representation of system executions, can be composed by for-
malisms like high-level MSCs (HMSCs), and are standardized by the ITU [12].
A natural question in this context is the implementability problem, which asks
if a given HMSC can be translated into an equivalent CA [10, 1, 11, 19, 9, 16, 8].

Most previous formal approaches to communicating systems and MSCs re-
strict to a fixed finite set of processes. This limits their applicability, as, nowa-
days, many applications are designed for an open world, where the participating
actors are not entirely known in advance. Example domains include mobile com-
puting and ad-hoc networks. In [3], dynamic communicating automata (DCA)
were introduced as a model of programs with process creation. In a DCA, a
process may (i) send and receive messages, or (ii) spawn a new process which
is equipped with a unique process identifier (pid). Pids can be stored in regis-
ters and exchanged through messages. The use of registers in DCA suggests close
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connections with register automata (also known as finite-memory automata) and
formal languages over infinite alphabets (cf. [20] for an overview).

DCA are inherently hard to analyze and to synthesize. To facilitate the spec-
ification of dynamic systems, we introduce branching HMSCs. Just like DCA
generalize CA, branching HMSCs extend HMSCs. They are based on branching
automata [14, 15], which rely on a natural principle of distributed computing:
a process can start a number of parallel subprocesses and resume its activity
once these subprocesses terminate. Each subprocess may start some subclients
so that the number of processes running in parallel is a priori not bounded. Like
DCA, branching HMSCs use finitely many registers to store pids. In a sense,
branching HMSCs combine branching automata and register automata.

In this paper, we study the implementability question: given a branching
HMSC, is there an equivalent DCA? This question is undecidable already in the
case of a bounded number of processes. Therefore, we consider the notion of
executability, a necessary condition for implementability, which amounts to the
question if, in every scenario, communicating processes may know each other
at the time of communication. We prove executability of branching HMSCs to
be EXPTIME-complete. Moreover, we identify the fragment of guarded join-free
branching HMSCs, for which executability and implementability coincide. In this
case we also provide an exponential construction of an equivalent DCA.

Related Work. A first step towards MSCs over an evolving set of processes was
made in [13], where MSO model checking is shown decidable for fork-and-join
MSC grammars. Branching HMSCs are similar to these grammars, but take into
account pids as message contents and distinguish messages and process creation.
Moreover, (implementable) subclasses can be identified more easily. Nevertheless,
several of our results apply to the formalism from [13] once the latter is adjusted
to our setting. In [4], an MSC semantics was given for the π-calculus. Note that
the problems studied in [13] and [4] are very different from ours and do not
distinguish between a specification and an implementation.

The present paper supersedes [3] in several aspects. Branching HMSCs are
more expressive than the previous formalism, simpler to understand, and more
adequate, since they are based on a natural, well-established extension of finite
automata to parallelism. Moreover, we extend DCA in such a way that messages
themselves can carry (visible) process identifiers. This aspect is important and
frequently used (e.g., in the leader election protocol). Finally, we provide tight
complexity bounds for the executability problem and solve the implementability
problem for a class of specifications that cannot be handled by [3].

Other formalisms with dynamic process creation (not necessarily involving
message passing) can be found, for example, in [7, 17, 5, 2]. However, these papers
consider neither an MSC based semantics nor implementability aspects.

Outline. Section 2 settles some notations and defines MSCs. Branching HMSCs
are presented in Section 3. We then study their nonemptiness problem in Sec-
tion 4. We introduce DCA in Section 5. Section 6 studies the executability prob-
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lem. Finally, in Section 7, we identifiy a fragment of branching HMSCs for which
executability and implementability coincide. We conclude in Section 8.

2 Dynamic Message Sequence Charts

For sets A and B, let rAá Bs denote the set of partial mappings from A to B.
We identify f P rAá Bs with the set ta ÞÑ fpaq | a P dompfqu. A ranked alphabet
is a nonempty set A where every letter a P A has an arity aritypaq P N. For any
set B, we let ApBq “ tapb1, . . . , bnq | a P A, n “ aritypaq, and b1, . . . , bn P Bu.

Let P “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u be the infinite set of process identifiers (pids, for short).
We also fix a finite ranked alphabet A of message labels. A message is of the
form app1, . . . , pnq where a P A is a label, n “ aritypaq, and p1, . . . , pn P P are
the pids attached to a. That is, a message is an element from ApPq.

A message sequence chart (MSC) consists of a number of processes. Each
process p is represented by a set of events Ep, totally ordered by a direct-successor
relation �proc. An event is labeled by its type from T “ tstart, spawn, !, ?u. The
minimal element of each thread is labeled with start. Subsequent events can
then execute spawn (spawn), send (!), or receive (?) actions. The relation �msg

associates each send event with a unique receive event which is always on a
different thread. The exchange of messages between two threads has to conform
with a FIFO policy. Similarly, �spawn relates a spawn event e P Ep with the
unique start event of a different thread q ‰ p, meaning that p has created q.

Definition 1 (MSC). A message sequence chart (MSC) over A and a nonempty
set P (of processes) is a tuple M “ pE,�, λ, µq where E is a nonempty finite set
of events, � is the edge relation, which is partitioned into �procZ�spawnZ�msg,
the mapping λ : E Ñ T ˆ P assigns a type and a process to each event, and
µ : �msg Ñ ApP q labels a message edge with a message. For each type θ P T ,
we let Eθ

def
“ te P E | λpeq P tθu ˆ P u. We define the mapping pid : E Ñ P such

that pidpeq “ p if λpeq P T ˆ tpu. Accordingly, for p P P , set Ep
def
“ te P E |

pidpeq “ pu. We require the following:

1. pE,�˚q is a partial order with a unique minimal element initpMq,
2. �proc Ď

Ť

pPP pEp ˆEpq and, for each p P P , �proc X pEp ˆEpq is the direct-
successor relation of some total order on Ep,

3. Estart “ te P E | there is no e1 P E such that e1 �proc eu,
4. �spawn and �msg are subsets of

Ť

p,qPP |p‰qpEp ˆ Eqq,

5. �spawn induces a bijection between Espawn and EstartztinitpMqu,
6. �msg induces a bijection between E! and E? satisfying the following (FIFO):

for e1, e2 P Ep and f1, f2 P Eq with e1 �msg f1 and e2 �msg f2, we have
e1 �˚proc e2 iff f1 �˚proc f2.

The set of MSCs over A and P is denoted by MSCpA,P q.

MSCs enjoy a natural graphical representation. Figure 1 depicts the MSCs
Mpnq and M0 over A “ ta, b, cu and P, where aritypaq “ 1 and aritypbq “
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Fig. 1. Two MSCs and a partial MSC

aritypcq “ 0. The events are the endpoints of arrows. Each arrow is either an
element of �spawn (those with two arrow heads) or an element of �msg (those with
one arrow head and a label from ApPq). The relation �proc orders (top-down)
two consecutive points located on the same process line. Event initpMq, which
is located on the process with pid 0, is depicted as a small circle.

Depending on the application, a spawn in an MSC may have quite different
interpretations, such as create subprocess, contact server, etc. In some cases,
one may therefore wish to communicate a message to the new process. This can
be simulated in our framework, by a message edge that immediately follows a

spawn. Actually, we will use
p q

apxq as an abbreviation for

p q

apxq .

We do not distinguish MSCs that differ only in their event names. We say
that two MSCs over A and P are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other
by renaming of pids. The equivalence class of M is denoted rM s. Moreover, for
a set L of MSCs, we let rLs “

Ť

MPLrM s. We say that L is closed if L “ rLs.

3 Branching High-Level Message Sequence Charts

In this section, we propose a generalization of HMSCs that is suited to our
dynamic setting. It is inspired by branching automata over series-parallel pom-
sets [14, 15]. An MSC can be seen as one single execution of a distributed system.
To generate infinite collections of MSCs, specification formalisms usually provide
a concatenation operator. It will allow us to append to an MSC a partial MSC,
which does not necessarily have start events on each process.

Definition 2 (partial MSC). Let M “ pE,�, λ, µq P MSCpA,P q and let E1 Ď
E be a nonempty upward-closed set containing only complete messages and
spawning pairs: for all pe, fq P �˚ Y�´1

msg Y�´1
spawn, we have that e P E1 implies

f P E1. Then, the restriction of M to E1 is called a partial MSC over A and P .
The set of partial MSCs is denoted by pMSCpA,P q.

In Figure 1, M 1
0 is a partial MSC that is not an MSC. Let M “ pE,�, λ, µq P

pMSCpA,P q be a partial MSC. Again, for e P E, we denote by pidpeq the
unique process p P P such that e P Ep. By MsgParpMq, we denote the set
of p P P that occur as parameters in messages, i.e., those p, for which there
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is app1, . . . , pnq P µp�msgq with p P tp1, . . . , pnu. For every p P P with Ep ‰
H, there are a unique minimal and a unique maximal event in the total order
pEp,�

˚ X pEpˆEpqq, which we denote by minppMq and maxppMq, respectively.
We also set minpMq “ tminppMq | p P P such that Ep ‰ Hu (which, in a partial
MSC, may be different from Estart) and define maxpMq accordingly.

We let PidspMq
def
“ tp P P | Ep ‰ Hu. By FreepMq

def
“ tp P PidspMq |

Estart X Ep “ Hu, we denote the set of free processes of M . Intuitively, free
processes of a partial MSCM are processes that are not initiated inM . Moreover,
BndpMq

def
“ PidspMqzFreepMq denotes the set of bound processes. In Figure 1,

we have BndpM 1
0q “ t3u and FreepM 1

0q “ t0, 1, 2u.
Let M “ pE,�, λ, µq and M 1 “ pE1,�1, λ1, µ1q be partial MSCs over A and P .

The concatenation M ˝M 1 amounts to drawing identical processes one below the
other. It is defined if BndpM 1qXPidspMq “ H, i.e., processes spawned in M 1 do

not already exist in M . In that case, M ˝M 1 def
“ pÊ, �̂, λ̂, µ̂q where Ê “ E ZE1,

�̂proc “ �proc Y �1proc Y tpmaxppMq,minppM
1qq | p P PidspMq X PidspM 1qu,

�̂msg “ �msg Y�1msg , �̂spawn “ �spawn Y�1spawn , λ̂ “ λY λ1, and µ̂ “ µY µ1.
Note that M ˝M 1 is indeed a partial MSC with PidspM ˝M 1q “ PidspMq Y

PidspM 1q and BndpM ˝M 1q “ BndpMq Y BndpM 1q.
Next we define a formalism to describe sets of MSCs. This is analogous to

branching automata, but the transitions are labelled with partial MSCs.

Definition 3 (bHMSC). A branching high-level MSC (bHMSC) over a set of mes-
sage labels A is a tuple H “ pL,X,Linit, Lacc, x0, T q where L is the finite set of
locations, Linit Ď L is the set of initial locations, Lacc Ď L is the set of accepting
locations, X is the finite set of registers with initial register x0 P X, and T is
the finite set of transitions. There are two types of transitions.

– A sequential transition is a triple p`,M, `1q P Lˆ pMSCpA,Xq ˆ L, usually
written `

M
ÝÑ `1, such that FreepMq ‰ H and MsgParpMq X BndpMq “ H

(the latter guarantees an unambigous interpretation of message parameters).
– A fork-and-join transition is of the form `Ñ tp`1, X1, `

1
1q, . . . , p`n, Xn, `

1
nqu Ñ

`1, where n ě 1 is the degree of the transition, `, `1, . . . , `n, `
1
1, . . . , `

1
n, `

1 are
locations from L, and X1, . . . , Xn are nonempty and pairwise disjoint subsets

of X. It may also be depicted as ℓ

ℓ1

.

.

.

ℓn

X1

Xn

ℓ1

ℓ1
n

.

.

.

ℓ1
1

Xn

X1

The idea of a fork-and-join transition is that, at location `, n subcomputations
are started in `1, . . . , `n, respectively, keeping only the register contents (pids)
from X1, . . . , Xn. The other register contents are inaccessible until each sub-
computaion i terminates at `1i (the registers as such may be used, but not their
contents at `). Then, the main computation resumes in `1, and registers in Xi

adopt the final assignment from the i-th subcomputation.
We associate MSCs with a bHMSC through the notion of runs, which we will

define next after some preparation. A partial mapping ν : X á P is a register
assignment if it is injective on dompνq. The set of register assignments is denoted
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by RpXq. For ν P RpXq and Y Ď X, we let νæY
def
“ tx ÞÑ νpxq | x P dompνqXY u.

Given ν, ν1 P RpXq and an M P pMSCpA,Xq that occurs in H, we write ν
M
ÝÑ ν1

(to be read as: M can be instantiated and performed at ν and yields ν1) if

– FreepMq YMsgParpMq Ď dompνq (i.e., free processes can be instantiated),
– ν and ν1 coincide on XzBndpMq (i.e., registers remain unchanged unless

they are overwritten for a newly created process), and
– ν1pBndpMqq X νpXq “ H (i.e., bound processes obtain fresh pids).

A run G “ pV,R, loc, reg , ρq of the bHMSC H consists of a finite directed
acyclic graph pV,Rq with a unique source node inpGq, a unique sink node outpGq,
and labeling functions loc : V Ñ L, reg : V Ñ RpXq, and ρ : R Ñ 2X Y
pMSCpA,Pq. The set of runs of H is defined inductively as follows:

– Let ν, ν1 P RpXq be register assignments and let δ “ `
M
ÝÑ `1 be a sequential

transition such that ν
M
ÝÑ ν1. Set M 1 “ ν1pMq, which we obtain from M

by uniformly replacing x with ν1pxq. Then, the graph G “ Gpδ, ν, ν1q
def
“

ℓ

ν

ℓ1

ν1

M 1 is a run of H. We set PidspGq
def
“ νpXq Y PidspM 1q

and BndpGq
def
“ BndpM 1q.

– Consider runs G1 “ ℓ1 ℓ2

ν1 ν2
and G2 “ ℓ2 ℓ3

ν2 ν3

of H. If PidspG1q X BndpG2q “ H, then the graph G “ G1 ˝ G2
def
“

ℓ1 ℓ2

ν1 ν2

ℓ3

ν3
is a run of H. We set PidspGq

def
“ PidspG1q Y

PidspG2q and BndpGq
def
“ BndpG1q Y BndpG2q.

– For n ě 1, let G1 “ ℓ1 ℓ1
1

ν1 ν1
1 , . . . , Gn “ ℓn ℓ1

n

νn ν1
n be

runs, δ “ ℓ

ℓ1

.

.

.

ℓn

X1

Xn

ℓ1

ℓ1
n

.

.

.

ℓ1
1

Xn

X1

be a fork-and-join transition, and

ν, ν1 P RpXq be register assignments. Then, the graph

G “ FJpδ, ν,G1, . . . , Gn, ν
1q

def
“

G1

ℓ1 ℓ1
1

ν1 ν1
1

Gn

ℓn ℓ1
n

νn ν1
n

.

.

.
ℓ ℓ1

ν ν1
X1

Xn

X1

Xn

is a run of H if BndpGiq X pνpXq Y
Ť

j‰i PidspGjqq “ H and νi “ νæXi
for

all i P t1, . . . , nu, and ν1 “ νæX0 Y
Ť

iPt1,...,nupν
1
iqæXi where X0 “ XzpX1 Y

. . . Y Xnq. We set PidspGq
def
“ νpXq Y

Ť

iPt1,...,nu PidspGiq and BndpGq
def
“

Ť

iPt1,...,nu BndpGiq.
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By choosing any enumeration M1, . . . ,Mn P pMSCpA,Pq of the partial MSCs
occurring in G that respects the partial order induced by the edge relation R,
we define MpGq

def
“ M1 ˝ . . . ˝ Mn P pMSCpA,Pq. Clearly, MpGq is well defined

and does not depend on the chosen enumeration. We call run G accepting if
locpinpGqq P Linit, locpoutpGqq P Lacc, and regpinpGqq “ tx0 ÞÑ pu for some

p P P. The language of H is LpHq def
“ t

p

˝ MpGq | G is an accepting run of H
with regpinpGqq “ tx0 ÞÑ puu ĎMSCpA,Pq. Note that LpHq is always closed.

Example 4. The bHMSC below models a peer-to-peer protocol. It has only se-
quential transitions and is defined over A “ tr, a, cu (request, acknowledgment,
communication) with arityprq “ aritypaq “ 1 and aritypcq “ 0. The initial reg-
ister is x0. A request is forwarded to new processes along with the pid p of the
initial process. At some point, a process acknowledges the request, sending its
own pid q to the initial process. Processes p and q may then communicate and
exchange messages. A generated MSC is depicted beside the bHMSC.

ℓ0 ℓ1 ℓ2

ℓ3 ℓ4K

x0 x1

rpx0q

x1 x2

rpx0q

x2 x1

rpx0q
x0 x1

apx1q
x0 x2

apx2q

0

1

2

3

rp0q
rp0q

rp0q
ap3q

c

c

x0 x1

c

c

x0 x2

c

c
x0 x1

c

c

x0 x2

c

c

Example 5. The following bHMSC has one fork-and-join transition whose target
state K is the only final state. Due to the fork, registers can be used simultane-
ously at different places so that the generated MSCs have a tree-like structure.

ℓ0 ℓ1 ℓ2

K

tx0u tx1u

tx0u tx1u

x0 x1 x1 x0

x0 x1 x1 x0

0
1

2

3

Examples 4 and 5 represent important subclasses of bHMSCs, sequential and
join-free bHMSCs, respectively, which we define in the following.

Let H “ pL,X,Linit, Lacc, x0, T q be a bHMSC. By Lseq, Lfork, and LK
we denote the sets of locations with outgoing sequential transitions, with out-
going fork-and-join transitions, and without outgoing transitions, respectively.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that a bHMSC is normalized, i.e.,
it satisfies (i) Lacc “ LK “ tKu for some distinguished location K P L, (ii)
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L “ Lseq Z Lfork Z tKu, (iii) Lfork X Linit “ H, and (iv) any two distinct fork
transitions have distinct source states. Both example bHMSCs are normalized.

A bHMSC is called join-free if it is normalized and all fork-and-join tran-
sitions are of the form ` Ñ tp`1, X1,Kq, . . . , p`n, Xn,Kqu Ñ K. The run of a
join-free bHMSC can be viewed as a tree, as it can always be completed towards
a run with a single target node. We will, therefore, consider that a fork-and-

join transition is of the form ℓ

ℓ1
.
.
.

ℓn

X1

Xn

and rather call it a fork transition. A

bHMSC generating the MSCs Mpnq, with n ě 1, from Figure 1 can be found
below. It is (inherently) not join-free.

ℓ0 ℓ1

ℓ2ℓ3

ℓ4 ℓ5

ℓ6ℓ7

K

tx1, x2utx0, x2u

tx0, x2u

tx1, x2u

x0 x1

x1 x0

x0 x1

a
x1 x0

a

x0 x2

b

x0 x2

a

x1 x2

a

Note that there is no sequential bHMSC that is equivalent to the join-free
bHMSC from Example 5. The reason is that there is a bound on the number of
pids that a run of a sequential bHMSC can remember at each position.

Lemma 6. Join-free bHMSCs are more expressive than sequential bHMSCs.

4 Nonemptiness of bHMSCs

To check whether a given bHMSC is nonempty, it is not enough to check whether
some final location is reachable from an initial location. It is possible that a path
from an initial location to a final location involves a partial MSC which uses a
register x as a free register, where the run so far has not yet initialized the register
x. Hence it is important to check which registers have been initialized (or defined)
before taking a transition. However, checking nonemptiness is decidable.

Theorem 7. Nonemptiness of bHMSCs is EXPTIME-complete.
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The proof of the lower bound is given in Subsection 4.3. The upper bound
will be shown in Subsection 4.2. Before that we show in Subsection 4.1 that the
nonemptiness problem for a bHMSC H can be reduced to the question whether
there exists a symbolic run for H. Instead of concrete register assignments and
partial MSCs over P, symbolic runs take only into account which registers are
defined at the nodes and which partial MSCs over X are used in the sequential
transitions.

4.1 Symbolic Runs

Let H “ pL,X,Linit, Lacc, x0, T q be a bHMSC over the set A of message labels.
A symbolic run S “ pV ,R, loc, def , πq of H is a labelled graph defined almost
like a (normal) run of H. However, instead of a function reg that maps every
node v to a register assignment there is a function def that maps nodes to a
set of registers (basically, def pvq is just the domain of regpvq). Furthermore, the
partial MSCs with which edges can be labelled are over A and X as opposed
to A and P. To reflect this latter difference, we denote the label mapping of a
symbolic run by π instead of ρ.

For a partial MSC M P pMSCpA,Xq and sets D,D1 Ď X we write D
M
ÝÑ D1

if FreepMqYMsgParpMq Ď D and D1 “ DYBndpMq. The set of symbolic runs
is defined inductively as follows:

– Let D,D1 Ď X and M be a partial MSC such that `
M
ÝÑ `1 is a sequential

transition from T and D
M
ÝÑ D1. Then, the graph S “ ℓ

D

ℓ1

D1

M is a

symbolic run of H with BndpSq
def
“ BndpMq.

– Let S1 “ ℓ1 ℓ2

D1 D2

and S2 “ ℓ2 ℓ3

D2 D3

be symbolic runs of H.

Then S “ S1 ˝ S2
def
“ ℓ1 ℓ2

D1 D2

ℓ3

D3

is a symbolic run of H with

BndpSq
def
“ BndpS1q Y BndpS2q.

– For 1 ď i ď n, let Si “ ℓi ℓ1
i

Di D1
i

be symbolic runs of H.

Let ℓ

ℓ1

.

.

.

ℓn

X1

Xn

ℓ1

ℓ1
n

.

.

.

ℓ1
1

Xn

X1

be a fork-and-join-transition from T andD,D1 Ď X.

Then,

ℓ1 ℓ1
1

D1 D1
1

ℓn ℓ1
n

Dn D1
n

.

.

.ℓ ℓ1

D D1
X1

Xn

X1

Xn is a symbolic run of H with BndpSq
def
“

Ť

iPt1,...nupBndpSiq XXiq where

‚ Di “ Xi XD for i P t1, . . . , nu, and

‚ D1 “ pDXX0qY
Ť

iPt1,...,nupD
1
iXXiq (Recall thatX0 “ XzpX1Y. . .YXnq)
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We call a symbolic run S accepting if locpinpSqq P Linit, locpoutpSqq P Lacc,
and def pinpSqq “ tx0u.

We define a mapping symb from (normal) runs to symbolic runs. Intuitively,
from a run G we get the corresponding symbolic run symbpGq by replacing the
register assignments ν at the nodes by their domains and the partial MSCs
over A and P at the edges by the partial MSCs over A and X they result
from (which is the actual partial MSC that originally labelled the transition).
More formally, for a run G “ pV,R, loc, reg , ρq the corresponding symbolic run
symbpGq “ pV 1,R1, loc1, def , πq is defined as follows:

– V 1 “ V
– R1 “ R
– loc1 “ loc
– for all v P V 1: def pvq “ dompregpvqq
– for all pv, v1q P R:

πpv, v1q “

#

X 1 if ρpv, v1q “ X 1 Ď X

M if the edge pv, v1q results from a sequential transition δ “ `
M
ÝÑ `1

The relationship between runs and symbolic runs is highlighted by the fol-
lowing lemma.

Lemma 8. Let H be a bHMSC.

(a) For every run G of H, symbpGq is a symbolic run of H. Furthermore,
symbpGq is accepting if and only if G is accepting.

(b) For every symbolic run S of H, there exists a run G of H such that S “
symbpGq.

Proof. Statement (a) follows by a straightfoward induction.
Towards (b), we will explain how to construct inductively a normal run G

with symbpGq “ S from a given symbolic run S.

For the base case, let S “ ℓ

D

ℓ1

D1

M be a symbolic run resulting from

a sequential transition `
M
ÝÑ `1. Let ν and ν1 be register assignments assigning

distinct processes to all registers inD andD1 respectively such that νpBndpMqqX
ν1pBndpMqq “ H. As we have an infinite supply of process id, ν and ν1 can be

indeed defined in this way. Clearly, G “ ℓ

ν

ℓ1

ν1

ν1pMq is a normal run and

symbpGq “ S.

For the first inductive case, let S “ ℓ1 ℓ2

D1 D2

ℓ3

D3

be a symbolic run

resulting from the sub runs S1 “ ℓ1 ℓ2

D1 D2

and S2 “ ℓ2 ℓ3

D2 D3

. By

induction hypothesis, there are G1 “ ℓ1 ℓ2

ν1 ν2

and G2 “ ℓ2 ℓ3

ν1
2

ν3

such that symbpG1q “ S1 and symbpG2q “ S2. We can assume that ν2 “ ν12 and
that the process ids that appear in G2 but not in the Imagepν2q are different from
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those appearing in G1. Notice that such runs exist, again because we have an infi-
nite supply of process ids (or we can change ν12 and build a new run G12 such that

this condition holds). Then, obviously for the run G “ ℓ1 ℓ2

ν1 ν2

ℓ3

ν3

it holds that symbpGq “ S.

For the second inductive case, let S “

ℓ1 ℓ1
1

D1 D1
1

ℓn ℓ1
n

Dn D1
n

.

.

.ℓ ℓ1

D D1
X1

Xn

X1

Xn

be a

symbolic run with subruns Si “ ℓi ℓ1
i

Di D1
i

for 1 ď i ď n. By induction

hypothesis, there exists normal runs Gi “ such that symbpGiq “ Si for 1 ď i ď n.
Again, as we have an infinite supply of processes we can assume that for every
pair i, j P t1, . . . , nu the runs Gi and Gj do not contain any common process.

Now consider the runG “

G1

ℓ1 ℓ1
1

ν1 ν1
1

Gn

ℓn ℓ1
n

νn ν1
n

.

.

.
ℓ ℓ1

ν ν1
X1

Xn

X1

Xn

with subrunsG1, . . . , Gn

and ν and ν1 are defined on D and D1 respectively such that, νi “ νæXi
and

ν1 “ νæX0
Y
Ť

i ν
1
i. Clearly, S “ symbpGq. [\

Now we can establish the link between the nonemptiness problem for bHMSCs
and symbolic runs.

Lemma 9. For every bHMSC H, LpHq ‰ H if and only if there is an accepting
symbolic run of H.

Proof.

LpHq ‰ H ô there is an MSC M P LpHq
ô there is an accepting run G of H with regpinpGqq “ tx0 ÞÑ pu

for some p P P (by definition of LpHq)
ô there is an accepting symbolic run S of H (by Lemma 8).

[\

Now we are ready to describe the algorithm for nonemptiness checking.

4.2 EXPTIME-Procedure for Nonemptiness Checking

We are now prepared to prove the following.

Lemma 10. Nonemptiness of bHMSCs can be tested in exponential time.
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Proof. Given a bHMSC H, a symbolic state is a pair s “ p`,Dq where ` P L and
D Ď X. Our algorithm computes the set R of pairs ps, s1q of symbolic states
for which there exists a symbolic run with s as initial and s1 as final state. By
Lemma 9, it suffices to check whether some pair pp`0, tx0uq, p`f , Dqq P R, for
some `0 P Linit, `f P Lacc and D Ď X.

The relation R can be computed by a straightforward, monotone fixed point
computation. As the number of symbolic states is exponential in the size of H,
the number of iterations of the algorithm is at most exponential. Each iteration
checks for an (at most) exponential number of pairs ps, s1q whether it can be
obtained by sequential or parallel composition of given pairs. For the former
the number of choices is quadratic, for the latter exponential. Altogether, the
running time is at most exponential. [\

4.3 Nonemptiness is EXPTIME-hard

To complete the proof of Theorem 7 it remains to show the following lemma.

Lemma 11. Nonemptiness of bHMSCs is hard for EXPTIME.

Proof. The proof is by a reduction from the intersection nonemptiness problem
for deterministic top-down automata on binary trees:

Input: Tree automata T1, . . . , Tn over a set of labels of rank zero or two.

Question: Is
n
č

i“1

LpTiq “ H?

This problem is known4 to be EXPTIME-complete [21].
The idea is to construct from given tree automata T1, . . . , Tn a join-free

bHMSC H (that is even guarded, cf. Section 7) such that any accepting run
of H corresponds to a tree t which has an accepting run in each of T1, . . . , Tn.
More technically, each accepting run of H will correspond to a tree t whose nodes
are labelled, besides the label from Σ, with a vector q “ pq1, . . . , qnq of states
from Q, one for each automaton Ti, such that, for every i, the projection of t to
the i-th components of these vectors yields an accepting run of Ti on t.

For simplicity, we assume that all tree automata have the same set Q of
states. The initial state of every Tj is f . Transitions are of the form pb, q, q`, qrq
for binary symbols b (meaning that if the automaton assigns a state q to a node
labeled by b, then it will state q` to its left child and qr to its right child) and
pa, qq for 0-ary symbols a (meaning that a leaf with label a can be assigned the
state q). The transitions of Ti is denoted ∆i.

The bHMSC H has a main register w and registers xjp, y
j
p, z

j
p, for every p P Q

and j P t1, . . . , nu. For maintaining guardedness assumption it needs to have one
more register w1. That is, its register set is XYY YZ where X “ tw,w1uYtxjp |ă

j ď n, p P Qu, Y “ tyjp |ă j ď n, p P Qu and Z “ tzjp |ă j ď n, p P Qu. Roughly,

4 The statement of Theorem 4 in [21] does not mention the restriction to binary trees,
but the proof uses only symbols of at most binary rank.
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(a) A tran-
sition

ν1 « p

Hb
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ν2 « q ν3 « r

X X
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(b) partial run of
the HMSC

ℓ0

Ha Hb Hc

K

LA RA

X X

Y Z Y Z

(c) Connections among the sub-bHMSCs

Fig. 2. Reduction

a defined register xjp corresponds to automaton Tj assuming state p at the current

node, a defined register yjq corresponds to state q of Tj at its left child and a

defined register zjr corresponds to state r of Tj at its right child. Our reduction
also makes sure that at most one xjp (resp. yjp, z

j
p) is defined at any time for each

j P t1, . . . , nu.

More formally, a register assignment ν : X á P corresponds to a vector
q “ pq1, . . . , qnq of states from Q if, for every j P t1, . . . , nu and every p P Q, it
holds that νpxjpq is defined if and only if qj “ p. In this case we write ν « q.

We construct H with the intention that every transition of the product tree
automata can be simulated. To this end, H has a sub-bHMSC Hb, for every
binary symbol b P Σ. If a run enters Hb with a register assignment ν1 such that
ν1 « p and Y and Z are undefined at ν1, Hb will compute ∆pp, bq “ pq, rq by
defining the corresponding registers in Y and Z. Then the run branches into two:
the left branch “undefines”X and Z registers and the right branch “undefines”X
and Y registers. Then the branches go through a left-adjust (LA) sub-BHMSC
(resp, right-adjust (RA)) which will define the corresponding X registers and
“undefines” Y (reps. Z). The leader is always w, except for RA, which has w1

as the leader. Thus the final register assignments of the branches yield ν2 « q
and ν3 « r (see Figure 2(b)). Each of these sub-bHMSCs are described next.

H has a sub-bHMSC Hb, for every binary symbol b P Σ (see Figure 3(a)). It
has n` 1 location b0, . . . bn. The initial location of Hb is b0. For each transition
pb, p, q, rq P ∆i, it has an edge going from bi´1 to bi labelled by a pMSC which
defines yiq and zir if xip is already defined. For this, w first send a message to xip
and then spawns yiq and zir. Then, for the sake of maintaining the guardedness

property, xip, y
i
q and zir sends a message back to w. Thus when it reaches bn, Y

and Z contain a unique vector of states q and r respectively, if ν1 « p and Y
and Z are undefined at ν1. Notice that the number of transitions from bi´1 to
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b0
.
.
. b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bn´1

.

.

. bn

(a) Hb

ℓ0
.
.
. ℓ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ℓn´1

.

.

. ℓn

(b) LA

Fig. 3. There is a transition labeled

w xi
p yi

q zir

from bi´1 to bi iff pb, p, q, rq P

∆i. There is a transition labeled

w yi
q xi

q

from `i´1 to `i for every q P Q.

bi is at most |Q|. Since we have a deterministic automata, at most one of these
transitions is enabled.

Since bn is a fork transition with RA as a successor, and the leader of RA is
w1, w1 need to be present in all MSCs labeling a transition from bn´1 to bn. For
this, in the MSCs labeling a transition from bn´1 to bn, w spawns w1.

Now we describe the sub-bHMSC LA (Figure 3(b)). If LA is reached at a
register assignment with X and Z undefined and Y corresponding to a vector q
of states, then when it leaves LA, the registers Y and Z will be undefined, but
the corresponding registers in X will be defined. For this, LA has n`1 locations
`0, . . . `n. For each 0 ă i ď n and q P Q, there is a transition from `i´1 to `i

labeled by a pMSC in which yiq spawns xiq. Finally once it reaches `n, it forks
again to “undefine” the registers X and Z. The target location is σ0 for some
σ P Σ. Indeed there will be |Σ| many fork transitions at `n.

The right-adjust sub-bHMSC (RA) is similar, where w1 takes the role of w.
The transitions leading to the last state of RA need to involve their next leader
w. Thus in these transitions w1 spawns w first, and xnq and znq sends a message
back to w instead of w1.

Finally, there is a sub-bHMSC Ha, for every nullary symbol a P Σ. Like the
previous sub-bHMSCs it consists of levels. In level j there is one transition, for
each transition pa, pq of Tj . This transition is labelled by an MSC in which w
sends a message to xjp and vice versa. This transition is enabled only if xjp is
defined. The last location of Ha is K (i.e, an “ K).

Finally, H has an additional location `0 which is the initial location. It has,
for every symbol σ P Σ, a transition to location σ0 with an MSC in which w
spawns xjf , for every j P t1, . . . , nu. A bHMSC for an alphabet a, b, c with a
nullary and b and c binary will have the connections as shown in Figure 2(c).

It remains to show that H has an accepting run if and only if
n
č

i“1

LpTiq “ H.

We first make the following key observation:
There is a transition of the form shown in Figure 2(a) in the product automaton
n
ą

i“1

Ti if and only if the bHMSC H permits a partial run of the form Figure 2(b).

Indeed, if
Şn
i“1 LpTiq “ H, then there is tree t whose edges can be labelled

with vectors of states of the accepting runs of the automata Ti. From this labelled
tree, we can obtain a partial run of the bHMSC H as explained in Figures 2(a)
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and 2(b). Since the tree t is accepting, the vector q labeling a leaf a allows Ha to
end up in K. This run can be made initial by adding `0 since the initial transition
gives a register assignement ν « f . Since all leaves are labelled by unary symbols
in the tree t, the corresponding run of H has all branches ending up in K, and
hence accepting.

To show the converse, if H has an accepting run, then a tree t can be extracted
(as in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b)). Indeed the register assignment at σ0 for
σ P Σ allows labeling the tree with vectors of states as well. This gives an

accepting run of
n
ą

i“1

Ti on t. Thus
Şn
i“1 LpTiq “ H. [\

4.4 Nonemptiness of Sequential bHMSCs

Next, we consider the special case of sequential bHMSCs.

Theorem 12. Nonemptiness of sequential bHMSCs is NP-complete.

Proof. For checking nonemptiness, it is not just enough to find a path from the
initial location to the final location: We need to ensure that, for every tran-
sition p`,M, `1q taken in this path, the registers corresponding to FreepMq Y
MsgParpMq are already defined. Moreover, taking a loop might define some
registers which were undefined before, thus enabling more transitions. However,
notice that taking the same loop twice will not define new registers. Thus, for
checking nonemptiness we will rather guess a sequence of transitions from the
initial location to a final location as well as the set of defined registers in the
intermediate configurations.

Claim. A bHMSC H is nonempty if and only if there is a sequence

`0, X0, t1, `1, X1, t2, `2, X2, . . . , tn, `n, Xn

such that

1. `i P L and Xi Ď X for all 0 ď i ď n, and ti P ∆ for all 1 ď i ď n,
2. `0 P Linit, X0 “ tx0u and `n P Lacc and
3. each transition ti is of the form p`i´1,M, `iq with

(a) FreepMq YMsgParpMq Ď Xi´1 and
(b) Xi “ Xi´1 Y BndpMq

The claim holds since if there is an accepting run, we could easily abstract such
a sequence from the run. On the other hand if there is such a sequence, we can
extend the sequence to an accepting run.

Notice that the sequence pXiqi is monotonically non-decreasing. Moreover,
we can truncate loops in this sequence (that is `i “ `j and Xi “ Xj for some
i ă j). Thus if there exists a witness sequence, then there exists one which is
polynomial in the size of the bHMSC H.

The NP procedure for nonemptiness of the HMSC H simply guesses such a
sequence and verifies the conditions listed above in polynomial time.
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Fig. 4. Reduction from 3-CNF-SAT to nonemptiness of guarded sequential HMSC.

Now we show the NP hardness by reducing 3-CNF-SAT to the nonempti-
ness problem of HMSC. The problem 3-CNF-SAT which is given below is a well
known NP-Complete problem. Let V “ tv1, . . . vnu be a set of propositional vari-
ables. By V , we denote the set tv1, . . . , vnu, the set of negations of propositional
variables. Let Lit “ V Y V be the set of literals.

Input: ϕ ”
Źm
i“1 Ci where Ci “ li1 _ l

i
2 _ l

i
3 and lij P Lit for 1 ď j ď 3.

Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment of the variables V such
that ϕ evaluates to true?

Our reduction is as follows. On the input ϕ, we construct an HMSC Hϕ as
given in the Figure 4. Remember that lij is actually some vk or vk. Thus the
HMSC Hϕ uses 2n ` 1 registers: X “ tx0u Y Lit. On going from location `i´1

to location `i the run defines one and only one of the two registers v1 and v1.
Thus on reaching location `n, the configuration corresponds to a unique truth
assignment: The register vi is defined if and only if the propositional variable
vi is set to true by the truth assignment, and the register vi is defined if and
only if the propositional variable vi is set to false by the truth assignment.
Thus there is a run from `0 to `n corresponding to every truth assignment,
and there is a truth assignment corresponding to every run from `0 to `n. The
run can be extended to reach the location `11 if and only if the current truth
assignment satisfies the clause C1. Inductively, the run can be extended to reach
the location `1i if and only if all the clauses C1, . . . Ci are satisfiable by the current
truth assignment. Hence there is an accepting run of the HMSC Hϕ if and only
if φ is satisfiable. This proves the NP-hardness. [\

We note that nonemptiness of the fork-and-join grammars from [13] is decid-
able in polynomial time. This is due to the fact that their model does not allows
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for a separation of spawns from messages. In fact, the complexity comes from
checking a certain well-formedness arising from this distinction.

5 Dynamic Communicating Automata

In this section, we introduce an extension of the model of dynamic communicat-
ing automata as presented in [3]. A DCA consists of several processes that can
exchange messages through FIFO channels. A process can spawn new processes
so that there is a priori no bound on the number of processes that participate
in a system execution. In contrast to [3], we allow a message to contain pro-
cess identities and receptions to be non-selective (i.e., a receiver may receive a
message without knowing the sender).

Definition 13 (DCA). A dynamic communicating automaton (DCA) over the
ranked message alphabet A is a tuple D “ pS,X, Sinit, Sacc, ∆q where S is a
finite set of states with initial states Sinit Ď S and accepting states Sacc Ď S, X
is a nonempty finite set of registers, and ∆ is the set of transitions. A transition
is of the form ps, α, s1q where s, s1 P S, and α is an action, possibly a send
action !xpapx1, . . . , xnqq, a receive action ?ypapy1, . . . , ynqq, or a spawn action
x :“ spawnps, zq, where x, z P X, y P XYt˚u, s P S, apx1, . . . , xnq P ApXYtselfuq,
and apy1, . . . , ynq P ApX Y tKuq such that, for all i, j P t1, . . . , nu, yi “ yj P X
implies i “ j.

When a process executes !xpapxqq with x “ px1, . . . , xnq, it sends a message
to the process whose pid is stored in register x. The message consists of label
a as well as n “ aritypaq many pids stored in registers x (or the sender’s pid
if xi “ self). Executing ?ypapyqq, a process receives a message from the process
whose pid is stored in y (selective receive) or, in case y “ ˚, from any process
(non-selective receive). The message must be of the form app1, . . . , pnq. In the
resulting configuration, the receiving process updates its local registers y1, . . . , yn
to p1, . . . , pn, respectively, unless yi “ K. Finally, a process executing x :“
spawnps, zq spawns a new process, whose fresh pid is henceforth stored in register
x. The new process starts in state s. Its registers are a copy of the registers of the
spawning process, except for z, which is set to the pid of the spawning process.

A run of DCA D on an MSC M “ pE,�, λ, µq PMSCpA,Pq is a pair pσ, τq,
where σ : E Ñ S and τ : E Ñ rX á Ps, respecting the following conditions:

– σinitpMq P Sinit,
– τinitpMq is undefined everywhere,
– for all e1, e2, f P E with e1 �proc e2 �spawn f , the relation ∆ contains a local

transition σe1
x :“ spawnps,yq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ σe2

σe1
x :“ spawnps,yq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ σe2

such that σf “ s, τe2 “ τe1rx ÞÑ pidpfqs, and τf “ τe1ry ÞÑ pidpe1qs, and
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– for all e1, e2, f1, f2 P E with e1 �proc e2 �msg f2 and f1 �proc f2, the relation

∆ contains transitions σe1
!xpapxqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ σe2 and σf1

?ypapyqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ σf2

σe1
!xpapxqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ σe2 and σf1

?ypapyqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ σf2

with x “ px1, . . . , xnq and y “ py1, . . . , ynq such that, letting

pi “

#

τe1pxiq if xi P X

pidpe1q if xi “ self ,

we have τe2 “ τe1 , µpe2, f2q “ app1, . . . , pnq, τe1pxq “ pidpf1q,
`

y “ ˚ or

τf1pyq “ pidpe1q
˘

, and

τf2pzq “

#

pi if z “ yi and yi ‰ K

τf1pzq if z R ty1, . . . , ynu .

Here, σe and τe denote σpeq and τpeq, respectively. Moreover, τerx ÞÑ ps is the
partial mapping that maps x to p and coincides with τe on all other values.

The run pσ, τq is accepting if σpeq P Sacc for all e P maxpMq. By LpDq, we
denote the set of MSCs M over A and P such that there is an accepting run of
the DCA D over M . Note that LpDq is closed, i.e., LpDq “ rLpDqs. Emptiness
is undecidable for CA, and consequently also for DCA.

Undecidability of nonemptiness for DCA follows from the undecidability for
CA. However, we will present a proof that even works when we restrict to channel
bounded MSCs (in which case nonemptiness is decidable for CA).

Theorem 14. The nonemptiness problem for DCA is undecidable.

Proof. The proof is by a reduction from the nonemptiness problem for Minsky
two counter machines (2-CM) [18]. A 2-CM is a nondeterministic finite automa-
ton equipped with two counters C1 and C2. Every transition of the automaton
is associated with an action from tinci, deci, ifzeroi | 1 ď i ď 2u. For i P t1, 2u
action inci increments and deci decrements the value of counter Ci by 1. The
action deci can only be applied if the value of Ci is not 0 and ifzeroi can only
be applied if the value of Ci is 0. At the beginning the values of both counters
are 0. It is well-known that the nonemptiness problem for 2-CM is not decidable
[18].

Given a 2-CM one can construct a DCA such that the 2-CM is nonempty if
and only if the DCA is nonempty. The main idea of the reduction is to simulate
the behavior of the 2-CM by representing counter values by process IDs (pids).
To be more precise, a configuration of the 2-CM is represented by a main process
with two registers x1 and x2 and a sequence of counter processes where every
two neighbored processes are linked to each other by their register assignments.
The registers x1 and x2 of the main process contain the pids of some counter
processes. The pid in x1 stands for the value of counter C1 and the pid in x2
for the value of C2. Every counter process has three registers from which the
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first one points to the main process and the other two point to some preceding
and some successive counter process. Exemplarily we describe how the behavior
of counter C1 is simulated by the DCA, the simulation of C2 is analogue. At
the beginning, in register x1 of the main process the pid of a special counter
process called bottom process is stored. It represents counter value 0. Whenever
C1 is incremented, the main process sends an inc-message to the counter process
p stored in x1. If there exists some successor for p, then p sends the pid of the
successor to the main process, if not, p spawns a new successor and sends the pid
of the new process to the main process. The latter stores the received pid in x1.
Before executing a decrement the main process asks the process in x1 whether
it is the bottom process or not. If yes, the computation stops. If not, the main
process sends a dec-message to the process in x1 who afterwards sends back the
pid of its predecessor. The main process also takes care that the action ifzero is
executed only if the process stored in r1 is not the bottom process. [\

There are languages L that are not the language of a DCA, but for which
there is a DCA implementing them up to some refinement. The refinement
allows a DCA to attach more information to a message than the specifica-
tion provides, for example additional pids. This is formalized as follows. Let
A,B be ranked alphabets and let h : B Ñ A. We say that the pair pB, hq
is a refinement of A if, for all b P B, arityphpbqq ď aritypbq. We can ex-
tend h to a mapping h : MSCpB,Pq Ñ MSCpA,Pq as follows: for an MSC
M “ pE,�, λ, µq P MSCpB,Pq, we let hpMq “ pE,�, λ, µ1q P MSCpA,Pq where
µ1pe, fq “ hpbqpp1, . . . , parityphpbqqq whenever µpe, fq “ bpp1, . . . , pnq. The map-
ping is then further extended to sets of MSCs as expected.

Definition 15 (realizable, implementable). We call a set L Ď MSCpA,Pq realiz-
able if rLs “ LpDq for some DCA D. We say that L is implementable if there
are a refinement pB, hq of A and a DCA D over B such that rLs “ hpLpDqq.

For both realizability and implementability, it is necessary that the sender p
of a message knows the receiver q at the time of sending, i.e., q should be stored
in some register of p. Note that this aspect does not arise in simple CA.

Example 16. The MSC language tM1u (see Figure 5) is not implementable, as
process 1 does not know 2 when sending message b. However, tM2u is imple-
mentable, as 2 may know 1: when spawning 2, process 0 can communicate the
pid 1 to 2. The language tM3u is not realizable: as process 0 does neither know
2 nor 3 when it receives the messages, it has to use a non-selective receive. But
then, the DCA also has to accept M4. On the other hand, tM3,M4u is realiz-
able. However, tM3u and tM4u are implementable by refining the messages from
2 and 3. For tM4u, there is an alternative: the first message is refined to contain
the pid of the sender of the second message (i.e, 3) so that 0 can use a selective
receive for the second message.
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Fig. 5. Realizability vs. Implementability

6 Executability of bHMSCs

An accepting run of a bHMSC generates an MSC. However, this MSC need not
be implementable always, as Example 16 shows. Unfortunately, implementability
(and also realizability) is undecidable for bHMSCs, which follows from undecid-
ability for HMSCs over a fixed finite set of processes [11, 1].

Theorem 17 (cf. [11, 1]). Implementability and realizability of bHMSCs are
undecidable. This already holds for sequential bHMSCs.

We now focus on implementability and introduce an effective necessary cri-
terion, called executability: every sender in a generated MSC should be “aware
of” the receiver and the processes whose pids are used as message parameters.

Given an MSC M , a process q and an event e of M , we write q ùM e
if there is a path from the minimal event minqpMq of q to e in M . This path
might involve the reversal of the spawn edge that started q. That is, q ùM e if
pminqpMq, eq P p� Y �´1

spawnq
˚. Intuitively, q ùM e indicates that the process

executing e is aware of process q. Next, we formally define executability of MSCs.

Definition 18 (executability). Let M P MSCpA,Pq. A message pe, fq P �msg of
M with message contents app1, . . . , paritypaqq is executable if q ùM e, for every
q P tpidpfq, p1, . . . , paritypaqu. Moreover, M is executable if each of its messages
is executable. Finally, a bHMSC H is executable if each MSC from LpHq is
executable.

For example, in Figure 5, M2,M3,M4 are executable, while M1 is not.
One can verify that 1) M is executable iff tMu is implementable, and 2)

H is executable if it is implementable (while the converse might fail). Unlike
implementability, executability is a decidable property:

Theorem 19. Executability of bHMSCs is EXPTIME-complete. The lower bound
already holds for bHMSCs that are join-free.

From the algorithmic perspective, if an MSC M “M1 ˝M2 where M1 is an
MSC and M2 is a partial MSC, it is desirable to infer the executability of M
from that of M1 and M2. However, M2 is a partial MSC, and it is not evident
what the executability of M2 should mean. When a partial MSC is concatenated
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to another MSC (here M1), the executability also depends on the awareness
relation induced by the latter.

We denote such an awareness relation by K Ď P ˆ P. Intuitively, Kpp, qq
means that the process p is aware of another process q. Naturally, we require K
to be reflexive.

Now we can analyse the executabiltiy of a partial MSC under the assumption
of an awareness relation K. A partial MSC M “ pE,�, λ, µq from MSCpA,Pq
is executable at K if for every message pe, fq P �msg with message contents
app1, . . . , paritypaqq, and for every q P tpidpfq, p1, . . . , paritypaqu, either 1) q ùM

e, or 2) there is a q1 such that Kpq1, qq and q1 ùM e.
By K and M a resulting awareness relation is induced: the awareness relation

which results from the execution of M at K. We write K
M
ÝÑ K 1 if K 1 is the

resulting awareness relation. It is easy to see that K 1 is uniquely determined as
follows: K 1 “ K Y tpp, qq | q ùM maxppMq or there is a q1 such that Kpq1, qq
and q1 ùM maxppMqu.

The following remarks are easy consequences from the above definitions.

Remark 20. A partial MSC M is executable at K if and only if M is executable
at KæFreepMq.

Remark 21. A partial MSC M “M1 ˝M2 is executable at K if and only if there

is K1 such that M1 is executable at K, K
M1
ÝÑ K1 and M2 is executable at K1.

Furthermore, K
M
ÝÑ K 1 if K1

M2
ÝÑ K 1.

Remark 22. A partial MSC M “M1|| ¨ ¨ ¨ ||Mn (in other words M “M1˝¨ ¨ ¨˝Mn

where Mi and Mj do not share any processes if i ‰ j) is executable at K if and

only if, Mi is executable at K, for each 1 ď i ď n. Furthermore, if K
Mi
ÝÑ K 1i,

then K
M
ÝÑ K 1 where K 1 “

Ť

iK
1
i.

We next adapt the above notions to the symbolic framework in order to
characterize the symbolic counterparts of executable runs.

The edges of a symbolic run are labelled by partial MSCs over the register set
X. From Remark 20, an awareness relation on FreepMq is sufficient to analyse
the executability of a partial MSC M . Consequently, for symbolic runs, we will
employ symbolic awareness relations SK Ď X ˆX.

A symbolic awareness relation SK for a partial MSC M over a register set
X is just an awareness relation of M , that is a subset of X ˆX. However, some
care is needed when we define awareness relations for symbolic runs, as registers
can be reused inside in a symbolic run and thus the same register might refer
to different processes. Awareness can thus no longer be expressed by a simple
reachability condition; instead “rewriting” of registers needs to be taken into
acount. We are going to describe how the awareness relation for a symbolic run
can be computed. We will then prove that it is exactly the same as the induced
symbolic awareness relation symbνpKq, that is, the set of all pairs px, yq P XˆX
for which pνpxq, νpyqq P K, for a run with initial register assignment ν : X ÞÑ P
and initial awareness relation K Ď Pˆ P.
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For a single partial MSC M , the set of bound registers BndpMq and the
paths of M (ùM ) are precisely known. For MSCs resulting from a bHMSC,
we do not need to keep track of all paths but it will be crucial to know which
processes at the end of M are aware of which processes at the beginning of M .

To this end, we first define, for every partial MSC M , the flow relation flwM
as the set of all pairs pp, qq such that p “ q and p R PidspMq, or q P FreepMq
and there is a path from the minimal q event of M to the maximal p event of
M . That is, flwM “ tpp, pq P P ˆ P | p R PidspMqu Y tpp, qq P P ˆ P | q P
FreepMq and q ùM maxqpMqu.

For a run G with initial register assignment ν P RpXq and final register
assignment ν1 P RpXq we define flwG

def
“ tpx, yq P X ˆ X | pν1pxq, νpyqq P

flwMpGqu. Furthermore, we define the set BG of “rewritten registers” by BG
def
“

tx P X | ν1pxq “ νpxqu. Here, ν1pxq “ νpxq holds in particular, if ν1pxq is defined
but νpxq is undefined.

Now we are prepared to define the executability of symbolic runs. Thanks to
Lemma 8 we can do this by induction on the structure of an underlying run
G. We also define the resulting “effect tuple” pSK 1, flw1, B1q simultaneously. We

write SK
S
ÝÑ pSK 1, flw1, B1q to denote that S is executable at SK and its effect

is pSK 1, flw1, B1q.

Definition 23. – Let G “ Gpδ, ν, ν1q for register assignments ν, ν1 P RpXq and

δ “ `
M
ÝÑ `1 be a sequential transition and SK1, SK2 Ď X ˆ X sym-

bolic awareness relations. If G is executable at K1 with effect K2 then we
say that S “ symbpGq is executable at symbνpK1q and define its effect as
psymbν1pK2q, flwG, BGq.

– Let S1 and S2 be symbolic runs, executable at SK1 with effect pSK2, flw1, B1q

and at SK2 with effect pSK3, flw2, B2q, respectivley. Then we say that S1˝S2

is executable at SK1 with effect pSK3, flw2 ˝ flw1, B1 YB2q.

– Let S “

ℓ1 ℓ1
1

D1 D1
1

ℓn ℓ1
n

Dn D1
n

.

.

.ℓ ℓ1

D D1
X1

Xn

X1

Xn

. S is executable at SK if for each 1 ď
i ď n, Si is executable at SKæXi

.

Moreover, if SKæXi

Si
ÝÑ pSK 1i, flw1i, B

1
iq for each 1 ď i ď n, then SK

S
ÝÑ

pSK 1, flw1, B1q, where

‚ B1 “
ď

i

pB1i XXiq;

‚ flw1 “ tpx, xq | SKpx, xq, x R B1u Y
ď

i

pflw1iqæXi
;

‚ SK 1 is the set of all pairs px, yq, for which one of the following conditions
holds:

(i) x P X0, px, yq P SK and y R B1;
(ii) for some i P t1, . . . , nu, x P Xi, for some z, px, zq P flw1i, pz, yq P SK,

and y R B1;
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(iii) for some i P t1, . . . , nu, x P Xi, y P Xi, and px, yq P SK 1i;

We say that a symbolic run is executable if it is executable at tpx0, x0qu.
It should be noted that in the above definition the information whether a

register is defined is implicitly given by the symbolic awareness relations: x
is defined if SKpx, xq. Furthermore, and crucial for the below algorithm, the
definition makes use of concrete MSCs only in the base case.

Now, we can state the characterization of executable runs in terms of their
symbolic runs.

Lemma 24. A bHMSC H is executable if and only if every accepting symbolic
run of H is executable.

Proof. To show the lemma, we prove a slightly stronger statement.

Claim. Let G “ pV,R, loc, reg , ρq with initial register assignment ν and final
register assignment ν1 and let K be an awareness relation. Then the following
statements hold.

(1) If symbpGq is executable at symbνpKq then G is executable at K.
(2) If G is executable at K then symbpGq is executable at symbνpKq.

(3) If K
G
ÝÑ K 1 then symbνpKq

symbpGq
ÝÑ psymbν1pK 1q, flwG, BGq.

Statements (1) and (2) yield the statement of the lemma as follows.

H is executable ô every MSC from LpHq is executable

ô every accepting run G of H with regpinpGqq “ tx0 ÞÑ pu

for some process p P P is executable at tpp, pqu

ô every accepting symbolic run SpGq of H is

executable at tpx0, x0qu

ô every accepting symbolic run SpGq of H is executable

We finally prove the claim by induction on G.
The base case is when G “ Gpδ, ν, ν1q for register assignments ν, ν1 P RpXq

and a sequential transition δ “ `
M
ÝÑ `1 with ν

M
ÝÑ ν1.

Let K be an awareness relation. By definition of symbolic executability,
symbpGq is executable at symbνpKq, if and only if G is executable at K. Thus,
(1) and (2) hold. Likewise, statement (3) holds by definition of symbolic effects.

For the inductive step, we first consider the case that there are runs G1, G2

such that G “ G1 ˝G2. Here, we write ν1 for ν, the initial register assignment of
G, and ν3 for ν1, its final register assignment. Likewise, we write K1 for K. By
definition of sequential composition, ν1 is also the initial assignment of G1 and
ν3 the final assignment of G2. Furthermore, there is an intermediate assignment
ν2, which is final for G1 and initial for G2.
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Towards (1) let us assume that SpGq is executable at SK1 “ symbν1pK1q,
for some awareness relation K1. By definition, we can conclude that SpG1q is
executable at SK1 with some effect pSK2, flw1, B1q and SpG2q is executable at
SK2 with some effect pSK3, flw2, B2q. By induction, G1 is executable at K1

and SK2 “ symbν2pK2q, where K2 is the effect of G1 on K1. Likewise, G2 is
executable at K2, by induction. That G is executable at K1 follows by Remark
21.

On the other hand, again by Remark 21, if G is executable at awareness
relation K1 then G1 is executable at K1 as well with some effect K2 at which
G2 is executable. By induction, SpG1q is executable at symbν1pK1q with ef-
fect psymbν2pK2q, flwG1

, BG1
q and SpG2q is executable at symbν2pK2q with effect

psymbν3pK3q, flwG2 , BG2q. Thus, by definition, SpGq is executable at symbν1pK1q,
yielding (2).

For (3), let us assume K1
G
ÝÑ K3. By induction, we have flw1 “ flwG1

,
flw2 “ flwG2

, B1 “ BG1
and B2 “ BG2

. By (2), SpGq is executable at SK1 and

thus, by definition, SK1
SpGq
ÝÑ pSK3, flwG2 ˝flwG1 , BG1 YBG2q. Thus, to yield (3)

it suffices to show that flwG “ flwG1
˝ flwG2

and BG “ BG1
YBG2

.
For the proof of flwG “ flwG2

˝ flwG1
first assume px, yq P flwG. By definition

one of the following cases holds:

– (i) ν1pxq “ ν3pyq and ν1pyq does not occur in MpGq
– (ii) ν1pyq P FreepMpGqq and ν1pyq ùMpGq maxν3pxqpMpGqq.

First, we look at the first case. By definition of runs it must hold x “ y and
ν1pxq “ ν2pxq “ ν3pxq. As ν1pxq does not occur in MpGq at all, it follows
px, xq P flwG1

and px, xq P flwG2
, thus px, xq P flwG2

˝ flwG1
. Case (ii) has three

subcases. Either

– (a) the path from ν1pyq to maxν3pxq starts end ends in MpG1q, or
– (b) it starts and ends in MpG2q, or
– (c) it starts in MpG1q and ends in MpG2q.

We first look at case (a). As ν1pyq P FreepMpGqq it holds also ν1pyq P FreepMpG1qq.
Moreover, as ν3pxq occurs in MpG1q, by definition of runs it must hold ν2pxq “
ν3pxq. Thus, we get ν1pyq P FreepMpG1qq and ν1pyq ùMpG1q maxν2pxqpMpG1qq

which means px, yq P flwG1
. As ν2pxq “ ν3pxq and ν2pxq does not occur in MpG2q

we get px, xq P flwG2 . Together with px, yq P flwG1 it follows px, yq P flwG2 ˝flwG1 .
Case (b) is analogue. As ν1pyq occurs in MpG2q it must hold ν1pyq “ ν2pyq

and as it does not occur in MpG1q we get get py, yq P flwG1
. Moreover, ob-

serve that from ν1pyq “ ν2pyq P FreepMpGqq and ν1pyq P PidspMpG2qq it
follows ν2pyq P FreepMpG2qq. Furthermore, as ν1pyq “ ν2pyq and the path
ν1pyq ùMpGq maxν3pxqpMpGqq starts and ends inMpG2q, we get ν2pyq ùMpG2q

maxν3pxqpMpG2qq, thus px, yq P flwG2 . Together with py, yq P flwG1 it follows
px, yq P flwG2 ˝ flwG1 .

For case (c) observe that there has to be some z such that ν1pyq ùMpG1q

maxν2pzqpMpG1qq, ν2pzq P FreepMpG2qq and ν2pzq ùMpG2q maxν3pxqpMpG2qq.
Thus, pz, yq P flwG1

and px, zq P flwG2
. It follows px, yq P flwG2

˝ flwG1
.
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For the other direction, namely px, yq P flwG2 ˝ flwG1 ñ px, yq P flwG,
the main observation is that two pathes ν1pyq ùMpG1q maxν2pzqpMpG1qq and
ν2pzq ùMpG2q maxν3pxqpMpG2qq can be put together to a single path ν1pyq ùMpGq

maxν3pxqpMpGqq.

To show BG “ BG1 Y BG2 , one observes that a register is “rewritten” in G
if and only if it is rewritten in G1 or in G2.

It remains to prove the inductive step for the case thatG “ FJpδ, ν,G1, . . . , Gn, ν
1q

for a fork-and-join transition δ. Let, for each i, νi and ν1i be the initial and final
register assigments of Gi, respectively.

G1

ℓ1 ℓ1
1

ν1 ν1
1

Gn

ℓn ℓ1
n

νn ν1
n

.

.

.
ℓ ℓ1

ν ν1
X1

Xn

X1

Xn

We first assume that SpGq is executable at symbνpKq, for some aware-
ness relation K. By definition, this is the case if each SpGiq is executable
at symbνpKiqæXi

“ symbνipKq. By induction, each Gi is executable at Ki
def
“

KæFreepMpGiqq. By definition, FreepMpGiqq Ď dompνiq, and thus Ki Ď K. Hence,
by Remark 20, for every i P t1, . . . , nu, Gi is executable at K and thus G is
executable at K, hence (1) holds.

Statement (2) follows similarly: let us assume that G is executable at K.
Then each subrun Gi needs to be executable at K. By induction, each SpGiq is
executable at symbνpKq and therefore at symbνipKiq “ symbνpKqæXi . It follows
by definition that SpGq is executable at symbνpKq.

It remains to show (3). Let thus K 1 be the effect of G on K and pSK1, flw1, B1q
the effect of SpGq on SK

def
“ symbνpKq. We first show that for two registers x, y P

dompν1q, it holds pν1pxq, ν1pyqq P K 1 if and only if px, yq P SK 1. In the following,
let M 1 denote ν1pMpGqq and let M 1

i denote ν1ipMpGiqq, for i P t1, . . . , nu.

Let thus, x, y be registers with pν1pxq, ν1pyqq P K 1. We consider the three
possible cases and conclude each time that px, yq P SK 1:

– pν1pxq, ν1pyqq P K: as ν1pxq and ν1pyq are already present in K, x and y
are both not in B1. Thus, νpxq “ ν1pxq and νpyq “ ν1py9 and therefore
px, yq P SK. We distinguish two subcases. If x P X0, then px, yq P SK 1

by (i). Otherwise, x P Xi, for some i and, as x R B1, px, xq P flw1i, thus,
px, yq P SK 1 by (ii) with z “ x.

– ν1pyq ùM 1 maxν1pxqpM
1q: in this case, the path is in some M 1

i and thus
px, yq P SK 1i and px, yq P SK 1 by (iii).

– for some process q1, Kpq1, ν1pyqq and q1 ùM maxν1pxqpMq: in this case there
is a register z with ν1pzq “ q1 such that x, z are in some Xi and pν1pzq, ν1pyq P
K. By definition px, zq P flw1i and pz, yq P SK, and therefore px, yq P SK1 by
(ii).
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Let us now assume px, yq P SK 1. We distinguish three cases.

(i) x P X0, px, yq P SK and y R B1: By definition of SK, pνpxq, νpyqq P K.
However, as x P X0 and y R B1 we get ν1pxq “ νpxq and ν1pyq “ νpyq and
therefore pν1pxq, ν1pyqq P K Ď K 1.

(ii) for some i P t1, . . . , nu, x P Xi, px, zq P flw1i, for some z, pz, yq P SK, and
y R B1: νpzq ùM 1

i
maxν1pxqpM

1
iq and pνpzq, νpyqq P K. As furthermore

ν1pyq “ νpyq we conclude K 1pν1pxq, ν1pyqq by the definition of K 1.
(iii) for some i P t1, . . . , nu, x P Xi, y P Xi, and px, yq P SK 1i: by induction it

follows pν1ipxq, ν
1pyqq P K 1i. By definition of K 1 we get K 1pν1pxq, ν1pyqq.

We now show that B1 “ BG, that is,
Ť

ipB
1
i XXiq “ tx P X | νpxq ‰ ν1pxqu.

By induction, for every i, B1i “ BGi
and thus, x P B1i if and only if νipxq “ ν1ipxq.

This yields the desired equality, as BG “
Ť

itx P Xi | νipxq “ ν1ipxqu.

It remains to show that flwG “ flw1
def
“ tpx, xq | SKpx, xq, x R B1uY

ď

i

pflw1iqæXi .

By definition, px, yq P flwG if (a) x “ y, ν1pxq “ νpxq and νpxq does not occur
in MpGq or (b) νpyq P FreepMpGqq and there is a path from νpyq to ν1pxq in
MpGq. By definition, if px, xq fulfills (a) then SKpx, xq and x R B1 hold. If px, yq
fulfills (b), then the path from νpyq to ν1pxq must be in MpGiq, for some i, such
that x, y P Xi, and thus, by induction, px, yq P flw1i, hence in flw1.

Pairs in flw1 are either in pflw1iqæXi
, for some i, or of the form px, xq with x R B1

and SKpx, xq. In the former case, by induction, px, yq P flwGi
and therefore, by

definition of flwG: px, yq P flwG. The latter case has two subcases: if x P X0 then
νpxq “ νpyq and νpxq does not occur in MpGq (that is: has no event) and thus
px, xq P flwG by (a). Otherwise, x P Xi, for some i, and thus px, yq P pflw1iqæXi .
As in the former case, px, yq P flwG follows. [\

Now we can show the following.

Lemma 25. Executability of bHMSCs can be tested in exponential time.

Proof. Our algorithm is an extension of the algorithm of Lemma 10, but taking
into account executability. The algorithm has to find out, given a bHMSC H
whether it has an accepting run that is not executable.

To this end, the algorithm first computes the set RE of all tuples

p`, SK, `1, SK 1, flw1, B1q

for which there is a symbolic run S from location ` to location `1 with SK
S
ÝÑ

pSK 1, flw1, B1q. This can be done inductively by a fixed point computation using
the rules from Definition 23. It should be noted that

– only the base case of this definition involves processes which can be assigned
appropriately, as the partial MSC M is explicitly given;

– every awareness relation SK implicity induces a set D of defined registers
as tx | SKpx, xqu, thus this part of the algorithm is a strict extension of the
algorithm of Lemma 10.
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Afterwards, it computes, again by a fixed point computation, the set RN
of all tuples p`, SK, `1, D1q, for which there is an accepting but non-executable
symbolic run S from location ` and awareness relation SK to location `1 and
set D1 of defined registers. The base case is as before but it additionally verifies
that M is not executable at KæFreepMq. For sequential composition the algo-
rithm either combines a tuple p`1, SK1, `2, SK2, flw2, B2q from RE with a tuple
p`2, SK2, `3, D3q from RN to yield p`1, SK1, `3, D3q or a tuple p`1, SK1, `2, D2q

from RN with a tuple p`2, D2, `3, D3q to yieled p`1, SK1, `3, D3q. For the fork
and join step it combines any number of tuples p`i, SKi, `

1
i, SK

1
i, flw1i, B

1
iq from

RE with a set of (at least one) tuples p`j , SKj , `
1
j , D

1
jq from RN to yield a tuple

p`, SK, `1, D1q just as in the algorithm of Lemma 10.
Finally, the algorithm accepts if there is a tuple p`0, tpx0, x0qu, `f , D

1q in RN
with an inital location `0, a final location `f and an arbitrary set D1.

As there are only an exponetial number of tuples in the sets RN and RE,
and each iteration adds at least one tuple in exponential time, the overall time
is exponential. [\

Finally we show the corresponding lower bound.

Lemma 26. Executability of bHMSCs is hard for EXPTIME.

Proof. We argue that executability checking is as hard as nonemptiness checking.
If we have an algorithm for executability checking, we use it as a black box to
obtain an algorithm for nonemptiness checking as follows:

On input H, if H is not executable, conclude H is nonempty. Otherwise obtain
H1 by adding a non-executable initial transition (similar to M1 of Figure 5) using
two new registers. If H1 is not executable, conclude H is nonempty, otherwise
conclude H is empty.

This argument shows that the lowerbound for nonemptiness checking is also
a lowerbound for executability checking. Thus executability checking is Exptime
hard even for bHMSCs that are join-free and guarded. [\

Theorem 19 follows from Lemmas 25 and 26.

7 Implementing Guarded Join-Free bHMSCs

We will now identify a subclass of bHMSCs for which executability and imple-
mentabiliy coincide. The following definition is an adaptation of locality from [9].
Guarded bHMSCs are based on the notion of a leader process, which determines
the next transition to be taken in a bHMSC.

Definition 27 (guarded). A join-free bHMSC H “ pL,X,Linit, Lacc, x0, T q is
called guarded if there is a mapping leader : Lseq Ñ X such that

1. for all partial MSCs M “ pE,�, λ, µq that occur in H, pE,�˚q has a unique
minimal element e and a unique maximal element f ; we let firstpMq

def
“ pidpeq

and lastpMq
def
“ pidpfq,
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2. for all sequential transitions `
M
ÝÑ `1, it holds leaderp`q “ firstpMq, and, if

`1 P Lseq, also leaderp`1q “ lastpMq, and

3. for all transition patterns `0
M
ÝÑ ℓ

ℓ1
.
.
.

ℓn

X1

Xn

it holds (i) for all i P t1, . . . , nu,

both `i P Lseq and leaderp`iq P PidspMq XXi, and (ii) there is i P t1, . . . , nu
such that leaderp`iq “ lastpMq.

Example 28. The bHMSCs from Examples 4 and 5 are both guarded.

Theorem 29. A guarded join-free bHMSC is implementable if and only if it
is executable. Moreover, if it is implementable, an equivalent DCA can be con-
structed in exponential time.

Let H “ pL,X,Linit, Lacc, x0, T q be a guarded join-free bHMSC that is ex-
ecutable (i.e., implementable). The idea is to first enrich locations of H with
awareness relations (in the same spirit as in the proof of Theorem 19). Then, we
rely on techniques employed in the context of a bounded number of processes
[10, 9], to build a DCA (together with a refinement) that recognizes LpHq.

For ease of the construction, we will assume that there are “pseudo transi-
tions” from a fresh initial location `0 to all locations from Linit, which are labeled
with the MSC that consists of one single start event on x0.

Suppose X “ tz1, . . . , zNu for N ě 1 and pairwise distinct zi. Let M denote
the set of all partial MSCs appearing in H. Each M P M can be thought of as a
unique label of a transition. We assume that the sets of events of the pMSCSs in
H are pairwise disjoint. Let E be the union of the event sets of the partial MSC
in M . Thus, an event e P E uniquely identifies the partial MSC Me to which it

belongs and the sequential transition δe “ `e
Me
ÝÑ `1e that Me labels.

The naive idea will be to keep the set E as the DCAstates and allowing
each process to evolve to the next event while performing the intended action.
However, the non-determinism in the bHMSC H can lead to potentially in-
consistent runs if each process is allowed to choose the next transition. The
guardedness property helps us to avoid this problem. We let the leader process
non-deterministically choose the next transition. This decision can be commu-
nicated to all other active processes, thanks to the connectedness of the partial
MSCs. Thus the DCA states will remember the current event as well as the next
transition. We need as many local registers as the set of registers of bHMSC H.

More formally, we define the DCA D “ pS,X, Sinit, Sacc, ∆q along with a
refinement pB, hq of the message alphabet A such that hpLpDqq “ LpHq. Note
that the set of registers of D is simply the set X of registers in the bHMSC H.

States. A state from S is a pair pK, eq where K Ď X ˆ X is a (symbolic)
awareness relation and e P E such that Me is executable at K. Intuitively,
e is the event that has recently been executed and K represents the global
knowledge before executing Me. Hereby, we consider pH, eq to be a state as well
if e is one of the (start) events of the initial MSCs. In that case, we also define

H
Me
ÝÑ tpx0, x0qu.
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Refinement. The ranked alphabet B is the set of pairs b “ pa, sq such that
a P A and s P S is a state of D. We let aritypbq “ aritypaq ` N and define
hpbq “ a.

Transitions. The transition relation ∆ contains a transition

ppK, eq, α, pK 1, e1qq

if the following hold:

(1) If e1 �spawn f
1 for some event f 1 (of Me1), then

α “
`

pidpf 1q :“ spawnps1, pidpe1qq
˘

where s1 “ pK 1, f 1q.

(2) If e1 �msg f
1 and µpe1, f 1q “ apx1, . . . , xnq for some event f 1, then

α “ !pidpf 1qppa, s
1qpx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yN qq

where s1 “ pK 1, e1q and, for i P t1, . . . , Nu,

yi “

#

self if yi “ pidpe1q

zi otherwise

(3) If f 1 �msg e
1 and µpf 1, e1q “ apx1, . . . , xnq for some event f 1, then

α “ ?˚ppa, s
1qpK, . . . ,K, y1, . . . , yN qq

where s1 “ pK 1, f 1q and, for i P t1, . . . , Nu,

yi “

#

zi if zi P KnowlpK 1, f 1q

K otherwise

where KnowlpK 1, f 1q is the knowledge of pidpf 1q at f ’, i.e., KnowlpK 1, f 1q
def
“

K 1ppidpf 1qqYtz | z ùMf 1 f
1 or there is a z1 such thatK 1pz1, zq and z1 ùMf 1

f 1u.

(4) Either e �proc e
1 or e is maximal on its process.

(5) If e �proc e
1, then K 1 “ K.

(6) Suppose e is maximal on its process, and `1e P Lseq.

(i) If pidpeq “ leaderp`1eq, then K
Me
ÝÑ K 1 and there is a sequential transition

`1e
M
ÝÑ `1 such that e1 is the minimal element of M on process leaderp`q.

(ii) If pidpeq ‰ leaderp`1eq, then there is M P M such that e1 is both a receive
event and the minimal element of M on some process.

(7) Suppose e is maximal on its process and `1e P Lfork with (unique) outgoing
transition
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ℓ1
e

ℓ1

.

.

.

ℓn

X1

Xn

(i) If there is i P t1, . . . , nu such that pidpeq “ leaderp`iq, then there is K̂

such that K
Me
ÝÑ K̂ and K 1 “ K̂æXi , and there is a sequential transition

`i
M
ÝÑ `1 such that e1 is the minimal element of M on process leaderp`iq.

(ii) If there is no i P t1, . . . , nu such that pidpeq “ leaderp`iq, then there is
M P M such that e1 is a receive event and the minimal element of M
on some process.

Initial States. A state pK, eq is initial if K “ H and e is one of the (start)
events of the initial MSCs.

Final States. A state pK, eq is final if the following hold:

– e P maxpMeq,
– if `1e P Lseq, then pidpeq ‰ leaderp`1eq, and
– if `1e P Lfork with outgoing transition

ℓ1
e

ℓ1

.

.

.

ℓn

X1

Xn

then pidpeq ‰ leaderp`iq for all i P t1, . . . , nu.

7.1 Correctness Proof

We claim LpHq “ LpDq. We prove this equality by showing

– LpHq Ď LpDq: for every MSC generated by the executable guarded join-free
bHMSC H there is a refinement that is generated by the DCA D and;

– LpHq Ě LpDq: any MSC generated by the DCA D is also generated by the
bHMSC H up to some refinement.

(Ď) We first assume that H is executable. Let us consider an accepting run
G “ pV,R, loc, reg , ρq of H generating the MSC MpGq. We will consider a refine-
ment pB, hq of MpGq as described in the construction, and show that h´1pMpGqq
is realizable by the DCA D. By definition MpGq is executable. Hence it is pos-
sible to label every node u of G with the corresponding awareness relation Ku

preserving executability. The initial awareness relation KinpGq “ tpx0, x0qu. The
successive awareness relations can be computed as described in Definition 23. We
then add a new (pseudo) initial state to the run G with loc “ `0 and awareness
relation H, and add an edge to the old initial state with an edge labelled by an
MSC which consists of a single start event on x0. This gives us a new (pseudo)
run graph Gin.
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Suppose a node u of Gin is labeled by a location ` P Lseq, an awareness rela-
tion K and a register assignment ν (that is, locpuq “ ` P Lseq and regpuq “ ν).
Since Gin is accepting, u has a successor u1 with a register assignment ν1. The
partial MSC labeling this edge will be ν1pMq for some M labeling an outgoing
transition of ` (that is ρpu, u1q “ ν1pMq). Since the accepting run Gin is exe-
cutable, M is executable at K. Thus pK, eq is a valid state of the DCA D for
all events e PM . Thus we can label the corresponding event in the partial MSC
h´1pν1pMqq, which we denote by eu, by the state pK, eq. We denote the labeling
function by σ. That is, σpeuq “ pK, eq.

We also define another labeling τ for the current register assignment. First,
τpinitph´1pMpGinqqqq is undefined everywhere. The values of τ at the successive
nodes of the MSC h´1pMpGinqq can be computed in a way consistent to that in
the definition of the run of a DCA. If e is a maximal event of the partial MSC
Me labeling an edge pu, u1q of the run Gin (with regpu1q “ ν1), then τpueq should
agree with the awareness relation K 1 at v. This is to say that, if pidpeq “ x,
then for all registers y P X, τν1peqpyq “ ν1pyq if y P K 1pxq. Such a consistent
labeling with τ is always possible, thanks to the executability. Thus, given a
run G of the bHMSC H, we can obtain a unique labeling σ of the events of
h´1pMpGinqq by the states of the DCA D, and another unique labeling τ of the
events of h´1pMpGinqq by the register assignments. It is sufficient to show that
the labeling pσ, τq of h´1pMpGinqq corresponds to an accepting run of D.

First we notice that the labeling σ allows consistent tiling of h´1pMpGqq with
the transitions of the DCA D. Moreover, if a prefix of h´1pMpGinqq has been
executed, the successive event can be executed in that configuration. Thus pσ, τq
is a valid run of D on h´1pMpGinqq. Since G was accepting, all the maximal
nodes of G are labeled by the state K which does not have a leader. Thus all the
maximal events of MpGinq are labeled by accepting states of D. Thus pσ, τq is
accepting as well.

(Ě) However, the converse direction is more involved. Consider an accepting
run pσ, τq of the DCA D on an MSC M. We describe an inductive construction
of an executable accepting run G of the bHMSC H generating the MSC hpMq.

We denote the partial initial run of the bHMSC H by G1. The inductive step
appends transitions to G1, so that finally, when the procedure terminates, G1 will
be the accepting run G we are aiming for. A prefix of hpMq will be generated by
G1 (which is denoted hpMpG1qq); the remaining part of hpMq is a partial MSC
which we denote by Mrem. Thus after each iteration, the size of G1 increases and
that of Mrem decreases.

To start with, G1 is initphpMqq and Mrem is hpMqzinitphpMqq. Consider the
minimal event m of Mrem. This minimal event uniquely exists, and is the �proc-
successor of initphpMqq . Let σm “ pK, eq, an initial state of the DCA D. By
definition of D, K “ tpx0, x0qu, `e P Linit, and e “ initph´1pMeqq. The initial
register assignment ν is defined only at pidpeq. We let νppidpeqq “ pidpmq. We
store in Ecurr the minimal set of events needed to trace out an occurrence of
h´1pMeq in Mrem with m P Ecurr. This is always possible, as the run pσ, τq is
accepting, and the partial MSCs occuring in the bHMSC are guarded. Moreover,
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for each m1 P Ecurr, σpm
1q “ pK, e1q for some e1 PMe. The awareness relation K

remains the same throughout the events in Ecurr. Consider `e and `1e, the source
and target locations of Me. Necessarily `e P Linit. We can compute the awareness

relation K 1 as K
Me
ÝÑ K 1. We can uniquely determine the register assignment ν1

in the following way. ν1 is defined only at PidspMeq. For all maximal events m1 in
Ecurr such that m1 corresponds to a maximal event e1 PMe, we let ν1ppidpe1qq “
pidpm1q. This definition of ν1 is consistent with K 1 and τ . That is, for all maximal
events m1 in Ecurr such that m1 corresponds to a maximal event e1 P Me, if
pidpe1q “ x and y P K 1pxq, then ν1pyq “ τm1pyq.

We have two cases depending on the target location of Me.

– If `1peq P Lseq Y tKu, then we update G1 to

ℓ0 ℓe

ν,K

ℓ1
e

ν1,K 1H,H
ν1pMeq

νpx0q

and Mrem will be updated to MremzEcurr.

– Otherwise, let ℓ1
e

ℓ1

.

.

.

ℓn

X1

Xn

. Then we update G1 to

ℓeℓ0

H,H ν,K

ℓ1
e

ν1,K 1

ℓ1

ν1
æX1

,K 1
æX1

.

.

.

ℓn

ν1
æXn

,K 1
æXn

X1

Xn

ν1pMeq

νpx0q

We update Mrem to MremzEcurr.

Notice that G1 is executable at H in both cases. This is because by definition
pK, eq is a state only if Me is executable at K. Notice that MpG1q ˝Mrem “M .

Now let us consider the inductive case. Consider m, a minimal event of the
partial MSC Mrem. Suppose σm “ pK, eq. We trace out an occurrence of h´1pMeq

involving m (this is always possible, thanks to guardedness). Let these events be
denoted Ecurr. As before, the same awareness relation K appears in the labels of
all events in Ecurr. Since m is a minimal event of Mrem, pidpeq is the leaderpMeq “

leaderp`eq. As m is not initpMq, m has a �proc-predecessor m1 in M (that is,
m1 �proc m). Suppose σm1 “ pK1, e1q. Consider `e and `1e as well as `e1 and `1e1 .
By virtue of the construction of the DCA D, either

– `1e1 P Lseq. We have

ℓe1

ν1,K1

ℓ1
e1

ν1
1
,K 1

1ν1
1
pMe1

q
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In this case, thanks to Condition (6) in the definition of the transitions of

the DCA D, `1e1 “ `e and K1
Me1
ÝÑ K 11 “ K. We let ν “ ν11.

– or `1e1 P Lfork, say

ℓe1

ν1,K1

ℓ1
e1

ν1
1
,K 1

1

ℓ1

ν1
1æX1

,K 1
1æX1

.

.

.

ℓn

ν1
1æXn

,K 1
1æXn

X1

Xn

ν1
1
pMe1

q

In this case, thanks to Condition (7)(i) in the definition of the transitions of
the DCA D, `e “ `i for some i and pidpeq P Xi. Moreover, K “ K 11æXi

. We
let ν “ ν11æXi

.

Thus we have the register assignment ν and an awareness relation K at `e.
Indeed the awareness relation K at `e is the same as that labeling m. As in

the base case, we compute the awareness relation K 1 as K
Me
ÝÑ K 1. We can

uniquely determine the register assignment ν1 in the following way. ν1 is defined
only at PidspMeq Y Domainpνq. For all maximal events m1 in Ecurr such that
m1 corresponds to a maximal event e1 P Me, we let ν1ppidpe1qq “ pidpm1q. For
the remaining registers y, we let ν1pyq “ νpyq. Again, this definition of ν1 is
consistent with K 1 and τ . That is, for all maximal events m1 in Ecurr such that
m1 corresponds to a maximal event e1 P Me, if pidpe1q “ x and y P K 1pxq, then
ν1pyq “ τm1pyq.

We update the partial initial run G1 and the partial MSC Mrem as in the base
case. We have two cases depending on the target location of Me.

– If `1peq P Lseq Y tKu, then let G2 be the following.

ℓe

ν,K

ℓ1
e

ν1,K 1

ν1pMeq

We append G2 to G1 and Mrem will be updated to MremzEcurr.

– Otherwise, let ℓ1
e

ℓ1

.

.

.

ℓn

X1

Xn

. Then let G2 be the following

ℓe

ν,K

ℓ1
e

ν1,K 1

ℓ1

ν1
æX1

,K 1
æX1

.

.

.

ℓn

ν1
æXn

,K 1
æXn

X1

Xn

ν1pMeq
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We append G2 to G1 and update Mrem to MremzEcurr.

Notice that G2 is executable at K in both cases. This is because by definition
pK, eq is a state only if Me is executable at K, and we have pK, eq as a state of
the DCA D. By induction, G1 is executable at the initial awareness relation H.
Notice that MpG1q ˝Mrem “M .

The procedure terminates as each step removes at least one node from the
partial MSC Mrem. Finally G “ G1 if Mrem is empty. We now argue why G
must be accepting. Suppose not. This means that there is a node v in G which
does not have a successor and the state labeling v is not K. Let ν2 be the
register assignment and `2 ‰ K be the state label at the node v. Consider the
neighborhood of v in G. It is in one of the following forms:

– ℓ

ν,K

ℓ1

ν1,K 1

“ v
ν1pMq

. In this case, `1 “ `2 and ν1 “ ν2. By definition,
leaderp`2q P PidspMq.

– or

ℓ

ν,K

ℓ1

ν1,K 1

ℓ1

ν1
æX1

,K 1
æX1

.

.

.

ℓn

ℓi “ v

ν1
æXn

,K 1
æXn

X1

Xn

ν1pMq

In this case, `i “ `2 and ν1æXi
“ ν2. By definition, leaderp`2q P PidspMqXXi.

Let leaderp`2q “ x. Let e be the maximal x-event of M . By definition of
the accepting states, pK, eq is not accepting for any K. Thus the process ν1pxq
is not in an accepting state. This contradicts the premise that the run pσ, τq is
accepting. Thus G must be accepting. [\

However, guardedness does not yield better complexities, since the lower-
bound proofs work for the restricted class:

Theorem 30. Nonemptiness and executability for guarded join-free bHMSCs
are EXPTIME-complete.

8 Conclusion

We proposed an extension of DCA as well as a new model for the specification of
dynamic communicating systems, and we studied their implementability prob-
lem. We believe that with our techniques classes of bHMSC can be found, for
which executability and implementability coincide, and that need not be join-
free or guarded. To this aim, it may be worthwhile to consider restrictions of
branching automata such as fork-acyclicity, and to transfer them to bHMSCs.
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